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Hong Kong

Hong Kong is a city on the coast of 
Southern China.

• Most Hong Kong residents speak 
Cantonese, a form of Chinese.

• Hong Kong means “fragrant harbor” 
in Cantonese. “Kowloon” means “nine 
dragons,” referring to the hills around 
the area. 

• Hong Kong has more skyscrapers than any 
other city in the world.

• It also has the world’s longest covered 
escalator. It takes almost 25 minutes to ride it 
from beginning to end!

Victoria Peak
• The highest point on Hong Kong Island.
• You can take Hong Kong’s bright red Peak Tram 

to the top. It’s one of the world’s oldest 
funiculars—or cable car system—built in 1888.

• The area has a lot of wildlife including birds, 
butterflies, wild boar, and porcupines.

• Locals call it “The Peak.”
Victoria Harbour

• Where ships dock between Kowloon and 
Hong Kong.

• One of the world’s busiest ports—with 
220,000 ships visiting the harbor each year.

• The Harbour hosts a huge fireworks show on the 
second night of Lunar New Year.

• It’s also home to the Avenue of Stars, honoring 
famous people of Hong Kong’s film industry.

7 ½ million people.

Hong Kong is made up of 263 
islands. Some of the most popular 
areas are: 

Kowloon

Hong Kong Island

Lantau

Cheung Chau

Lamma

WHERE IS IT?

LOCAT ION:

FUN FACTS:

WHO LIVES 
HERE?

PLACES TO SEE:
DID YOU 
KNOW?
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PROFILE

Age:

Favorite subject:

How I like to spend my weekends:

Favorite foods:

Favorite activities:

From:

Tell us about you!

Gladys
9 Hong Kong

Gymnastics, rollerskating

Art

Sushi, ramen

Shopping, watching movies, going out to new restaurants, 
and spending time with my family! 
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(”Hong Kong”
in Cantonese)

Hong Kong Spot the Difference
Can you find all 5 differences between these two ships?

Word Tracing:

The flag's red background is the same red as China's 
flag, and is considered a festive color in Chinese 
culture. The white flower is a Bauhinia blakeana 
flower, which was discovered in Hong Kong.

Use red and white to color in the flag! 

FLAG FACT:
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CENTRAL PIER

中 央 码 头

FERRY 渡船
FERRY
渡船

Hong Kong
Color in Geoffrey at the Central Pier!
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Hong Kong Spot the Difference

ANSWER KEY

Can you find all 5 differences between these two ships?


